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Executive Summary
This report describes the requirements from the HOBBIT Association as those were collected through
the Survey that was sent out to interested parties. One of the initial tasks of the Survey was to decide
to what extent the requirements from D1.2.1 (Requirements Specification from the Community) were
relevant for the Association.
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1. HOBBIT Association
In this Section we discuss the HOBBIT Association that was established in collaboration with the
Big Data Value Association (BDVA) as the new SG7-Big Data Benchmarking subgroup under TF6. The
main objective of this Task Force is to identify applications in which Big Data technologies can create
the biggest impact in Europe. The Task Force facilitates "value creation (economic and societal benefits)
in Europe by supporting selected industrial sectors and other areas of interest with big data
technologies".
In the context of this Task Force, several subgroups were created to address sectors and areas of
interest in which BDVA has a critical mass of members and in which Big Data applications will create
the biggest impact.
In the context of TF6.SG7, we propose the Big Data Benchmarking Activity with multiple
objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor the European performance in Big Data technologies (e.g., through benchmarking
campaigns, open challenges, dedicated benchmarking)
Create high-impact whitepapers for the European industry on the current state of technology in
domains of European importance
Enhance the community around Big Data benchmarking and standards
Generate revenue (membership strategies promoted through workshops, tutorials, surveys)
Identify Industrial Requirements from different industry sectors, including interviews for
priorities and metrics
Establish vertical holistic benchmarks – end-to-end for different Industry sectors
Establish vertical benchmarks – Big Data Type specific
Establish vertical benchmarks related to Data Privacy/ Security
Analyse and adapt horizontal benchmarks for Analytics and Processing
Analyse and adapt horizontal benchmarks for Data Management

This activity will relate to other BDVA TF/SG activities for the further detailing of business
requirements related to economic, market and business metrics and KPIs for business performance–
related also to the overall BDVA KPI measurements. The activity will also undertake a multi-channel
reach out strategy that will include but not be limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dissemination and requirements gathering with surveys and interaction with projects and Big
Data technology communities
Activities at BDVA and BDVe meetings and events
Distribution of ﬂyers at diﬀerent events
Organization of workshops and challenges
Cooperation with relevant projects
Social media interaction

The short and long-term plan of the Big Data Benchmarking activity includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Consolidation of Existing Big Data benchmarking approaches, and Reachout Strategy Plan
Collection of benchmarking requirements from BDVA/PPP
Collection
Requirements
Specifications
from
the
community
(needs/interests/domains/users/datasets/usa-cases for benchmarking across Europe)
Offering Big Data benchmarking information/support/services to BDVA and PPP projects
Establish Links from Big Data Technical Benchmarks to Business level benchmarking and
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•
•
•

Business level KPIs
Identify and Establish Further synergies with International Big Data Benchmarking
Communities
Provide a Whitepaper on Big Data Benchmarking
Establish Continuous interaction with the BDVA and Big Data PPP projects on the use of Big
Data Benchmarks

The targeted audience of the HOBBIT Association includes Big Data technology users, solution
providers and academics/research in the BDVA community and in the Big Data Technology
community in general.
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2. HOBBIT Survey
In order to decide to what extent the requirements provided by members of the HOBBIT
Community are relevant for the establishment of the HOBBIT Association, we authored and
disseminated a Survey in which we explicitly ask the participants information regarding their
involvement in Benchmarking Activities. The Survey was structured in two Sections. The questions of
the first Section focused on determining the profile of the respondent, his/her interest in Big Data and
specifically in benchmarking activities. The second Section included more technical questions. We
obtained 35 responses which we discuss here.

2.1

HOBBIT Survey: Section 1

The participants of the Survey were asked questions regarding (a) the profile of the respondent
(questions 1, 2, 3, 4) and (b) his/her interests regarding Big Data applications (questions 5,6,7):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is your current role/position?
Are you participating in EU research projects? If yes, which ones?
Are you affiliated with an organization? If yes, which one?
Which societal challenges do you target?
What are your Big Data application domains?
Do you use business indicators to measure the performance of your big data & analytics
initiatives?
7. Are your big data & analytics in real-time and integrated with business processes?

We will present below each question and discuss the answers provided by the participants. Note
that a participant can choose one or more answers for a specific question.

(1) " What is your current role/position?"
The participants were provided with the following possible answers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Engineer
Software/Application Developer
DevOps (development and operations)
System Administrator
System Architect
Data Analyst
Data Scientist and
"Other"

Figure 1 shows the answers of the participants. One can observe that the majority of the
participants are Data Scientists (27.3%), followed by Software/Application Developers (20.5%).
11.4% of the participants are Data Engineers followed by System Architects (9.1%).

(2) "Are you participating in EU research projects? If yes, which ones?"
According to the Survey results, 68.6% of the responders participate in EU projects such as
DataBench, EWShopp, euBusinessGraph, PrEstoCloud, EDSA, SilkNow, OPTIMUM, TheyBuyForYou,
PerspectiveSentinel, ELexis, Water4Cities, RENOIR, MOVING, BigDataFinance, HOBBIT, CITADEL, Living
Knowledge, GLOCAL, ForgetIT, Alexandria, PROTEUS and PARTHENOS among others.
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Figure 1: " What is your current role/position?"

(3) "Are you affiliated with an organization? If yes, which one?"
The majority of the participants (82.9%) are affiliated with an organization including Companies
(IBM, IMec, BBC R&D), Research Centers (FORTH) and Universities (Jozef Stefan Institute, University of
Manchester, Sofia University, TU Delft etc.) from different, mostly European, countries.

(4) "Which societal challenges do you target? "
The participants were provided with the following possible answers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SC1: Health, Demographic Change and Wellbeing
SC2: Food Security, and the Bioeconomy
SC3: Secure, Clean and Efficient Energy
SC4: Smart, Green and Integrated Transport
SC5: Climate Action, Environment, Resource Efficiency and Raw Materials
SC6: Inclusive, Innovative and Reflective Societies
SC7: Secure Societies and
None

Note that the Societal Challenges we consider in this question are those that have been proposed
by the European Commission. Figure 2 presents graphically the answers obtained from the Survey
participants. According to the Figure, the participants are mostly interested in SC1: Health,
Demographic Change and Wellbeing (21.0%), followed by SC6: Inclusive, Innovative and Reflective
Societies (16.1%). It is interesting to see that 16.1% of the participants were not interested in any of
the Societal Challenges. One can assume that people are interested in studying and/or developing
algorithms and tools that are not targeting specific problems.
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Figure 2: "Which Societal Challenges do you target?"

(5) " What are your Big Data application domains? "
The possible answers to this Survey question are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy
Financial Services
Manufacturing
Construction
Food Agriculture
"Retail, Wholesale"
Professional Services
Transport Services
Public Administration
Healthcare
Education
"Telecom, IT, Media"
Utilities, and
Other

Figure 3 shows the results obtained from the participants. Most of the participants (14.6%) are
interested in "Telecom, IT, Media" followed by people interested in Public Administration (10.7%) and
by people interested in "Retail, Wholesale" (8.7%).
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Figure 3: "What are your Big Data application domains?"

(6) "Do you use business indicators to measure the performance of your big data & analytics
initiatives? "
The possible answers to this Survey question given to the participants are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"We do not use them"
"We target revenue growth"
"We target margin growth"
"We target cost reduction"
"We target time efficiency"
"We target customer satisfaction"
"We target product/service quality" and
"Other"

Figure 4 shows the answers to this question. According to the responses, 21.5% of the
participants are interested in "time efficiency" and "cost reduction", followed by "product/service
quality" (19.0%) and "customer satisfaction" (11.4%).
(7) "Are your big data & analytics in real-time and integrated with business processes?"
The participants were able to choose amongst the following answers:
•
•
•
•

"Yes"
"No"
"Not yet, but will be in the near future"
"I don't know"

According to the answers shown in Figure 5, the majority of the participants (13 out of 35)
responded positively to the question, followed by 11 participants who are not using yet Big Data and
Analytics in their processes but will do this in the near future.
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Figure 4: "Do you use business indicators to measure the performance of your big data & analytics
initiatives?"

Figure 5: "Are your big data & analytics in real-time and integrated with business processes?"

2.2

HOBBIT Survey: Section 2

In Section 2 of the Survey, the participants were asked specific questions regarding the use of
benchmarks:
8. In which role do you perform benchmarking?
9. Are you currently evaluating software using benchmarking technologies?
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10. What are your big data benchmarking goals/plans?
11. Which aspects of Big Data are you benchmarking or planning to benchmark? (ref. BDV Reference
Model)
( 8) " In which role do you perform benchmarking?"
The participants were able to choose amongst the following answers:
•
•
•
•
•

Technology provider, vendor or system integrator
Academic researcher
End user
None
Other

According to the answers depicted in Figure 6, 57.1% of the participants engaged in
benchmarking activities as Academics, 17,1% as Technology providers, vendors or system integrators.
11.4% were engaged as End users and 11.4% did not have any of the aforementioned roles.

Figure 6: "In which role do you perform benchmarking?"

(9 ) "Are you currently evaluating software using benchmarking technologies?"
The participants were asked to mention the specific technologies employed for benchmarking their
software. They were asked to choose amongst the following technologies/platforms:
• HOBBIT Benchmarking Platform
• HiBench
• SparkBench
• BigBench / TPCx-BB
• Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) / TPCx-IoT
• Kaggle
• GERBIL
• No
• Other
According to the participants' responses shown in Figure 7, the large majority (44.3%) of the
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participants use the BigBench / TPCx-BB benchmark; 10% of the participants are using the HOBBIT
benchmarking platform, followed by SparkBench (5.7%). It is extremely interesting to see that 15.7%
of the participants do not use any standardized benchmarking platform to test their systems. It is
extremely important for the Big Data community to lower this number in order to be able to obtain
comparable results for the different systems.

Figure 7: "Are you currently evaluating software using benchmarking technologies?"

(10) "What are your big data benchmarking goals/plans?"
The participants are asked to select amongst the following possible answers:
•
•
•
•
•

Comparing different architectures (e.g., Lambda vs. Data Lakes)
Comparing different software technologies and stacks (e.g., MapReduce, Spark, Flink)
Comparing different implementations of a functionality (e.g., Spark Scala, Java, R, PySpark)
Check whether an implementation fulfills given business requirements and specifications
Other

According to Figure 8, the majority of the participants (22 out of 35) state that their
benchmarking goal is mainly to "Check whether an implementation fulfills given business requirements
and specifications". 10 out of 35 participants chose the second answer "Comparing different software
technologies and stacks and implementations of a functionality".

(11) " Which aspects of Big Data are you benchmarking or planning to benchmark? (ref. BDV
Reference Model)"
The participants were provided with the following 8 possible answers that capture the full data
management problems:
•
•
•
•
•

Data Storage (Storage/Querying/Discovery – SQL, NoSQL, Column, Key-value, Raster ... )
Data Management (Extraction, Annotation, Enrichment, Curation, Link/Integration/Federation)
Data Protection
Data Processing (Batch, Stream, Interactive/(near) Real-time and Iterative/In-memory
processing)
Data Analytics (Descriptive, Diagnostic, Predictive, Prescriptive) (MachineLearning: Supervised,
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•
•
•

Un-supervised, Reinforcement learning), Deep Learning
Data Visualization
Complete domain application/system/solution ….
Other

According to Figure 9 that illustrates the answers to the Survey, Data Analytics is the most
interesting topic for the participants (22 out of 35 participants characterized this as topic as of most
interest), followed by Data Management (17 out of 35), and then Data Storage (16 out of 35).

Figure 8: "What are your big data benchmarking goals/plans?"

Figure 9: Which aspects of Big Data are you benchmarking or planning to benchmark? (ref. BDV
Reference Model)"

Participants were also required to answer more specific questions regarding the data they use (or intend
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to use):
12. What kind of data are you using/planning to use?
13. Which dataset sizes do you target in your application(s)?

(12) "What kind of data are you using/planning to use?"
The participants were asked to answer this question by choosing one of the following answers:
•
•
•
•

Synthetic data
Real data
Hybrid (mix of real and synthetic) data
Other

According to the answers illustrated in Figure 10, most of the participants use Real Data (47.1%),
followed by Hybrid (mix of real and synthetic) data (33.3%).

Figure 10: "What kind of data are you using/planning to use?"

(13) "Which dataset sizes do you target in your application(s)?"
The participants were asked to answer this question by choosing one of the following answers:
•
•
•
•
•

Megabytes
Gigabytes
Terabytes
Petabytes
Other

The participants were asked to provide additional information regarding the size of the datasets
they are targeting for their applications. Figure 11 shows their responses, according to which 40.9%
of the participants are targeting extremely large datasets with sizes in the order of Terabytes; 38.6%
of the participants are aiming at datasets in Gigabytes. Only 11.4% of the participants are dealing with
datasets that reach the size of Petabytes.
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Figure 11: "Which dataset sizes do you target in your application(s)?"

The questions that follow were more technical and focused on very specific aspects of
benchmarking problems and approaches. Those questions were:
14 What type of Data Storage (Storage/Querying/Discovery) are you benchmarking/considering?
15 What is the most important type of Data Processing in your platform?
16 What types of data problems are you tackling?
17 What types of machine learning approaches do you typically use?
18 Which modeling techniques do you typically use?
19 What types of data are stored and processed in your system/platform? (Ref. BDV Reference Model
types)
20 What are the technical key performance metrics that you (want to) measure in your
system/platform/service?
21 Which of the following qualitative features are important for your application/platform?
22 What are the key technologies that you are using in your big data infrastructure? For example, Big
Data platforms such as Cloudera, HortonWorks, MapR or others offering Hadoop distributions, Spark,
Flink, Storm or similar for batch and stream processing, Hive, Spark SQL, Presto or similar for SQL
capabilities on top of Hadoop.
Below we discuss the answers to the aforementioned questions.
(14) "What type of
benchmarking/considering?"

Data

Storage

(Storage/Querying/Discovery)

are

you

The possible answers to the question of the Survey are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relational Database Management Systems
SQL
NoSQL
Column Stores
Key-Value Stores
Graph Stores
In-memory Stores
Other

According to the results shown in Figure 12, the majority of the participants (18 out of 35) are
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using SQL systems, followed by Relational Database Systems (13 out of 35), and Graph Stores (13 out
of 35). NoSQL systems are also widely used (12 out of 35) whereas Key-Value and Column-Stores are
of equal interest to the participants.

Figure

12:
"What
type
of
benchmarking/considering?"

Data

Storage

(Storage/Querying/Discovery)

are

you

(15) "What is the most important type of Data Processing in your platform?"
The possible answers to this Survey question amongst which the participants had to choose are
the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Batch processing
Stream processing
Interactive/(near) Real-time processing
Iterative/In-memory processing
Other

The answers of the participants are illustrated in Figure 13, most of the participants (16 out of
35) are processing in batch their data. Stream processing follows (15 out of 35), followed by
Interactive/(near) Real-time processing (13 out of 35) and Iterative/In-memory processing (10 out of
35).
(16) "What types of data problems are you tackling?"
The possible answers to this question are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Descriptive
Inferential
Predictive
Prescriptive
Other

Figure 14 shows the Survey results for this question. The answers show that most of the
participants are interested in problems related to Prediction (20 out of 35), followed by Descriptive
problems (19 out of 35). Prescriptive and Inferential problems are of equal interest to the participants
(9 and 8 out of 35 participants respectively).
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Figure 13: "What is the most important type of Data Processing in your platform?"

Figure 14: "What types of data problems are you tackling?"

(17) "What types of machine learning approaches do you typically use?"
The possible answers to this question are the following:
•
•
•
•

Unsupervised
Semi-supervised
Supervised
Active

According to Figure 15, the machine learning approaches that are mostly employed by the
participants are the Unsupervised and Supervised methods (17 out of 35 participants), with Semisupervised being equally interesting (16 out of 35 participants). The participants are not very
interested in Active methods since only 3 out of 35 participants reported those methods as
interesting.
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Figure 15: "What types of machine learning approaches do you typically use?"

(18) "Which modelling techniques do you typically use?"
The participants were asked to choose among the following possible answers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deep Learning
Kernel Methods
Tree-based Methods
Latent Factor Models
Clustering
Other

According to Figure 16, the participants employ Clustering approaches (17 out of 35), followed
closely by Deep Learning (16 out of 35). Tree-based methods are also popular (13 out of 35) with
Kernel methods and Latent Factor Models following.
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Figure 16: "Which modelling techniques do you typically use?"

(19) "What types of data are stored and processed in your system/platform? (Ref. BDV
Reference Model types)"
The participants could choose one of the following possible answers for this question:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business intelligence – Tables/Schema
Structured text – Genomics
Graphs and Linked Data
Time series incl. IoT data
Geospatial or temporal
Text (incl. natural language)
Media (images, audio or video)
Other

According to the participants' results shown in Figure 17 the data stored and processed in their
platforms and/or systems are Text (18.6%), followed by Graph and Linked Data (17.5%). Participants
working with Business data stored in terms of (Relational) Tables (16.5%) are followed by Time Series
(15.5%). Media and Geo-spatial data are also of interest to the participants (12.4%).
(20) What are the technical key performance metrics that you (want to) measure in your
system/platform/service?
The participants were provided the following answers from which they could choose one or more:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

End-to-end execution time (Runtime)
Throughput
Specific Performance Metrics (i.e. QphH(TPC-H query-per-Hour)@Size(data
BBQpm(Big Bench Query-per-minute)@SF (Scale Factor)
Cost ($/QphH@Size, $/BBQpm@SF)
Energy Consumption (Watts/QphH(TPC-H query-per-Hour)@Size)
Accuracy (Precision, Recall, F-measure, Mean Reciprocal Rank)
Availability (in %)
Page 22
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•

Other

According to the results provided in, the most important KPI considered by the participants is
"End-to-end execution time (Runtime)" (23 out of 35 participants), followed closely by Accuracy (21
out of 35 participants). The remaining KPIs are not used as much as the aforementioned ones by the
participants. For example, Specific Performance Metrics as introduced by TPC are used by only 10 out
of the 35 participants, followed by Availability, and Throughput (9 out of 35). Cost and Energy
Consumption follow with 8 and 5 participants out of 35 respectively.

Figure 17: "What types of data are stored and processed in your system/platform? (Ref. BDV Reference
Model types)"

Figure 18: "What are the technical key performance metrics that you (want to) measure in your
system/platform/service?"
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(21) Which of
application/platform?

the

following

qualitative

features

are

important

for

your

The participants were provided with the following possible answers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fault-tolerance
Privacy
Security
Governance - Managing the data lifecycle
Veracity - Defines data accuracy, how truthful it is, any imprecision or uncertainties.
Variability - Defines the different interpretations that a certain data can have when put in
different contexts
Data Quality - Quality of data in terms of coverage, time representation, finely measured, etc.
Correctness
Other

According to the results shown in Figure 19, most of the participants are interested in topics
related to Data Quality (23 out of 35) followed by Privacy (16 out of 35). 13 out of 35 participants
chose the option "Other". Finally, Fault Tolerance was the least preferred by the participants since only
12 out of 35 participants mentioned it as an interesting KPI.

Figure 19: "Which of the following qualitative features are important for your application/platform?"

(22) What are the key technologies that you are using in your big data infrastructure? For
example, Big Data platforms such as Cloudera, HortonWorks, MapR or others offering Hadoop
distributions, Spark, Flink, Storm or similar for batch and stream processing, Hive, Spark SQL,
Presto or similar for SQL capabilities on top of Hadoop.
The participants were asked to provide (in short text), key technologies using for their Big Data
frameworks. The answers are shown in Table 1 below. 10 out of 35 participants use Apache Spark, 4
participants use Apache Hadoop. From the participants' responses we can conclude that Apache
frameworks are the ones that are mostly used by the community. We must mention that 2 out of 35
participants use in-house software for their purposes.
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Table 1: Key Technologies for Big Data Infrastructures

Key Technologies
distributed stream stream processing
infrastructures
dbtest

Hadoop

MapR

Apache Spark, Kudu, Flink

Linked Data, RDFStore, SPARQL

Cloudera and Hortonworks

OpenCL

Storm

Python (Panda)

Matlab

Hive

JVM
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3.Comparison of Surveys
In this Section we will provide a comparison of the results for the Survey conducted early in the
project to gather requirements for benchmarks (HOBBIT Deliverable D1.2.1) and the Survey discussed
in Section 2 of this document. We will focus on the questions that appear in both Surveys.

3.1

HOBBIT Participant Profiles

In the HOBBIT Survey discussed in D1.2.1, the participants were asked to be identified using one
of the following roles:
•
•
•

Solutions Provider
Technology User and
Scientific Community

The results of this question for the first Survey are shown in Table 2. In the Survey discussed in
the present Deliverable (D1.2.2), the related question was "In which role do you perform
benchmarking?" . The results are shown in Figure 6 and repeated in below in Table 3. We see that
although in the first survey we had an, almost, equal number of participants for each role, we see that
in the second survey, academic researchers were more interested in benchmarking.
Table 2: Participant Profiles (D1.2.1)

Participant Profiles

Count

Solution Provider

48

Technology User

46

Scientific Community

47

Table 3: Participant Profiles (D1.2.2)

Participant Profiles

Count

Technology Provider, vendor or
system integrator
Academic Researcher

6
20

End user

4

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 688227
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3.2

Big Data Aspects
In D1.2.1, the participants were asked the following questions:
•
•
•

"which parts of the Linked Data lifecycle the provided solution belongs to" (Solutions
Provider),
"which parts of the Linked Data lifecycle they outsource" (Technology User), and
"which part of the Linked Data lifecycle they are working on" (Scientific Community)

Table 4 below shows the answers of the participants in D1.2.1 regarding the type of Linked Data
Solutions they are interested in.
Table 4: Linked Data Solutions (D1.2.1)

Storage/Querying

Solution
Provider
36

Technology
User
32

Scientific
Community
27

Total
95

Interlinking

24

25

19

68

Classification/Enrichment 23

27

24

74

Discovery

21

21

23

65

Extraction

18

20

17

55

Reasoning

18

15

15

48

Other

2

3

4

9

In D1.2.2, the participants were asked "Which aspects of Big Data are you benchmarking or
planning to benchmark? (ref. BDV Reference Model)". The results were presented in Figure 9 and in
Table 5 below.
Table 5: "Which aspects of Big Data are you benchmarking or planning to benchmark? (ref. BDV
Reference Model)" - (D1.2.2)

Big Data Aspect

#Answers

Data Storage (Storage/Querying/Discovery – SQL, NoSQL, Column, Keyvalue, Raster ... )
Data Management (Extraction, Annotation, Enrichment, Curation,
Link/Integration/Federation)
Data Protection
Data Processing (Batch, Stream, Interactive/(near) Real-time and
Iterative/In-memory processing)
Data Analytics (Descriptive, Diagnostic, Predictive, Prescriptive)
(MachineLearning: Supervised, Un-supervised, Reinforcement learning),
Deep Learning
Data Visualization
Complete domain application/system/solution ….

Comparing

the

answers,

we

see

that

16
17
7
12
22
12
5

Storage/Querying

-

Data

Storage
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(Storage/Querying/Discovery)
continues
to
be
of
interest
to
the
participants.
Extraction/Classification/Enrichment - Data Management continues to be of high interest as well. Data
Analytics though, is the area that most of the people seem to be more interested in, but unfortunately
this choice was not explicitly provided in the Survey of D1.2.1. There, participants reported that they
are also interested in other domains of Linked Data Solutions such as Reporting/Visualization and
Inconsistency Detection ("Other" choice). Data Visualization in the Survey of D1.2.2 was chosen by a
small but important number of participants.

3.3

Key Performance Indicators

Another common question in both surveys concerns the Key Performance Indicators. In the
Survey of D1.2.1, participants were asked the Key Performance Indicators of interest and provided the
following ranked answers in order of importance:
KP1. Correctness
KP2. Accuracy (precision, recall, F-measure, mean reciprocal rank)
KP3. Runtime / Speed
KP4. Total triple pattern-wise sources selected
KP5. Number of intermediate results
KP6. Scalability
KP7. Memory usage
KP8. CPU usage
KP9. Functionality
Figure 20 below provides the answers obtained. In the second Survey, the relevant question is
"What are the technical key performance metrics that you (want to) measure in your
system/platform/service?". The results are shown in Table 6 below. According to the results, we see
that Accuracy and Runtime (End -to-end execution time) continue to be of high interest to the
participants. Correctness was not measured in the second Survey, hence we cannot know what the
participants consider about this KPI.
Table 6: "What are the technical key performance metrics that you (want to) measure in your
system/platform/service?".

Technical key performance metric

#Answers

End-to-end execution time (Runtime)

23

Throughput

9

Specific Performance Metrics (i.e. QphH(TPC-H query-per-Hour)@Size(data
size), BBQpm(Big Bench Query-per-minute)@SF (Scale Factor)
Cost ($/QphH@Size, $/BBQpm@SF)

10

Energy Consumption

5

Accuracy (Precision, Recall, F-measure, Mean Reciprocal Rank)

21

8
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Availability (in %)
Other

3.4

0

Benchmarks

3.4.1 Benchmark Use
In both surveys, participants were asked whether they are using an existing benchmark to
evaluate their solutions (see Figure 21). 50.8% of the participants responded positively to this
question in the Survey of D1.2.1. In the present Survey, the participants were asked "Are you currently
evaluating software using benchmarking technologies?". Participants were asked to choose from a set of
predefined answers. According to the responses, 31.40% of the participants are not using any
benchmark for evaluating their software, in contrast to the Survey of D1.2.1, where 49.20% of the
participants did not use any benchmark. The benchmarks mostly used by the participants as indicated
in the first Survey, are shown in Table 7. Table 8 shows the benchmarks that the participants of the
second Survey are using.

Number of Answers

Accuracy
Correctness
Runtime
Other

Figure 20: Key Performance Indicators (D1.2.1)

Table 7: Employed Benchmarks (Survey D1.2.1)

Benchmarks Employed
Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM)

FEASIBLE

Rob Vesse's SPARQL Benchmark platform

GERBIL

FedX

Star Schema Benchmark

LargeRDFBench
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Table 8: Employed Benchmarks (Survey D1.2.2)

Benchmarks Employed
HOBBIT Benchmarking Platform
HiBench

Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) / TPCxIoT
Kaggle

SparkBench

GERBIL

BigBench / TPCx-BB

Benchmark Use

Yes

49,20%
50,80%

No

Figure 21: Benchmark Use (D1.2.1)

3.4.2 Benchmark Characteristics
The participants in both Surveys were asked to indicate the types of the datasets that they are
using in their experiments. In both Surveys, the majority of the participants stated that the data they
are using is Real (46% for D1.2.1, and 47.1% for D1.2.2). Hybrid datasets (comprised of real and
synthetic data) came in second place for both Surveys. Figure 22 shows the answers of the participants
for the Survey of D1.2.1, and Figure 10 for the Survey of D1.2.2.

Figure 22: Dataset Types (D1.2.1)
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In addition to the aforementioned question, the participants were asked to indicate the size of the
datasets they are using or intend to use in their benchmarks. In the Survey of D1.2.1 the participants
were asked to provide an answer in terms of the number of triples comprising a dataset, whereas in
the second Survey the participants were asked to respond in terms of Mega-, Giga-, Tera- and Petabytes. The answers to the first Survey are provided in Figure 23 and those to the Survey of D.1.2.2 are
given in Figure 11.

Figure 23: Benchmark Dataset Sizes in number of triples (D1.2.1)
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